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used diesel-electric locomotives in Sweden are from GE T8-44CW series, designated as ABB Class EL,
released in 1994. In 2009 GE changed the designation to ABB Class EL-35. However they will
continue to be known as the GE Tundra. They are well used and seen on short to medium distances
trains. The Tundra is often used for fast freight trains, and is often used on the Stockholm –
Gothenburg high speed trains. It's also used in ABB Ertsbronn to shorten a part of the section
between Ertsbronn and Pforzheim. The locomotive has a top speed of. References External links
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Watch 'Rashichakra' - a Marathi play in two parts on Times On-Line. For me, the experiment was a
success. A: I was just searching and found what I am looking for. I have discovered the answer just

by reading the comment of @CLI learner. Inorder to view this film (Rashichakra) in our local
language, we need to download and install the free official software called Virtual Java Player. You
can install the Virtual Java Player as the followings: Download the setup file and run it. Install the
setup file. After the installation, launch the setup by double clicking on the setup file. Go to Java
Player > Downloads. Click on Install Sun Java Player. Wait for the installation. The installation will

take 2-3 minutes. And voila! You have the software to view Rashichakra and other Marathi movies in
our local language. Thank you for your comment. Q: How to use `-v` option in error handling in bash
script? I have a bash script with a function which has following parameters: function doSomething() {
echo -e "PARAM1 :" $1 echo -e "PARAM2 :" $2 } In my script, i want to use the following command:

function doSomething() { echo -e "PARAM1 :" $1 echo -e "PARAM2 :" $2 echo "Doing something else"
} The problem is doSomething() always says : read -e -p "enter any number" any_number bash: -c:

line 1: syntax error: unexpected end of file I don't want to use read because this is a parameter for a
function which takes any number, and the error message is also strange. I understand my script can
be better. A: You can not have a space after the -e. Try: function doSomething() { echo -e "PARAM1
:" "$1" echo -e "PARAM2 :" "$2" echo "Doing something else" } or function doSomething() { echo -e
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